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Abstract

An analytic model is derived to describe the bias-dependent behavior of the subthreshold swing in MOSFETs for the

uniform channel and the ion-implanted channel, and is compared to two-dimensional simulation, TsividisÕ model and

BrewsÕ model. This simple analytical model con®rms that the subthreshold swing is a function of the gate±source bias

and exhibits a global minimum in the weak inversion region. This model is based on TsividisÕ current equations and

assumes that the surface potential di�erence between the drain and the source is small for the gate±source voltage below

the threshold voltage. This yields a conventional exponential form of the subthreshold current, and the subthreshold

swing can be obtained analytically from this current equation. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The subthreshold swing is an important parameter to

design high gain ampli®ers [1], low voltage circuits [2],

analog switches [3], and standby power dissipation in

VLSI chips [4], where the MOSFETs are biased at weak

inversion. The bias dependence of the subthreshold

swing can cause nonlinear gain and distortion [5], de-

grading the circuit performance. Therefore, the accurate

analytical modeling of the subthreshold swing is a pre-

requisite to design such circuits. Conventionally, the

subthreshold current is assumed to be dominated by

di�usion mechanism and an exponential dependence on

gate±source bias is derived from a bipolar transistor

argument [6]. However, the rigorous current equation

for long channel MOSFETs has been given by Tsividis

[7] in terms of the power of the surface potential at both

drain and source. There seems to be a lack of linkage

between these two forms of current equations. We,

therefore, derived a mathematical pathway between

these two models. The subthreshold swing St can be

obtained by ln10(d ln IDS=dVGS ). A VGS-independent St

was given by [7,8]

St � /t ln10 1
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where /t is thermal voltage, /B, the Fermi potential with

respect to intrinsic Fermi level, and c, the body factor.

Brews also proposed a bias-dependent subthreshold

swing [9]

St � /t ln10 1

�
� CD VGS� �

Cox

�
; �2�

where Cox is gate-oxide capacitance and CD, the deple-

tion region capacitance, which is a function of gate±

source bias in the subthreshold region. As a result, the

Brews' subthreshold swing monotonically decreases with

the gate±source bias. Recently, Vandamme et al. ob-

served experimentally a global minimum of subthresh-

old swing [5], consistent with the two-dimensional

simulation and the extraction from TsividisÕ current

equations [7]. However, an analytical expression of such

subthreshold swing was not yet derived. We, therefore,

derived the analytical form of such subthreshold swing,

based on the previously derived subthreshold current.
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2. Model description

With the assumption of long channel and uniformly

doped NMOSFET, the positive surface potential

(bending down toward Si/oxide interface) can be ap-

proximated by neglecting those exponential terms with

negative surface potential [7]:

VGB � wX � VFB � c wX

�
� exp

ÿ2/B

/t

� �
� /t exp

wX ÿ VXB

/t

� ��
ÿ wX

��1=2

; �3�

where wX is surface potential at the drain or source, VGB,

the gate±substrate voltage, and VFB, the ¯at band volt-

age. In the subthreshold region, the di�erence between

the drain and source potential is small and can be cal-

culated approximately:

Eq. (4) is obtained by binomial expansion of the square

root to the ®rst order of D, and solving the linear

equation of D. The di�erence is within 2% for the gate±

source bias below the threshold voltage for a typical set

of device parameters �VDS � 3 V, tox � 8:5 nm, and

substrate doping Nsub � 3� 1017 cmÿ3�, as shown in

Fig. 1. Substituting Eq. (4) into Tsividis' current equa-

tions [7], we have
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The approximation in Eqs. (5) and (6) is done by the

binomial expansions of power terms of wD to the ®rst

order of D. The subthreshold current is the sum of drift

and di�usion current, and can be transformed into the

exponential form:

IDS � I0 wS� �exp
wS ÿ 2/B

/t

� �
: �7�

For the subthreshold swing calculation, the weak bias

dependence of the prefactor, which is the lump sum and

product of other nonexponential terms of wS, is gener-

ally neglected. An analytical solution for subthreshold

swing St can be obtained from the de®nition of St �
ln10�d lnIDS=dVGS� as well as Eq. (3):

St � ln10/t
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Fig. 1. Potential di�erence between drain and source as a

function of gate±source voltage. T � 300 K, tox � 8:5 nm, and

Nsub � 3� 1017 cmÿ3.
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3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the gate±source bias dependence of the

subthreshold swing from our model for an NMOSFET,

together with the BrewsÕ model, the extracted sub-

threshold swing from TsividisÕ current equations, and

the subthreshold swing from the two-dimensional device

simulation [10]. Our analytical model con®rms the pre-

viously reported global minimum of the subthreshold

swing on gate±source bias [5]. The di�erence between

our analytical model and TsividisÕ model is within

3 mV dec±1 in the subthreshold region. The surface

potential wmin corresponding to the minimum sub-

threshold swing (Stmin) can be obtained from the deriv-

ative of Eq. (8), and is a function of /B, independent of

body e�ect parameter. In other words, it is determined

by the substrate doping, independent of oxide thickness.

The di�erence between 2/B and wmin is plotted in Fig. 3

for reasonable /B region (0.3±0.5 V), and is relatively a

constant (from 101 to 108 mV). The analytical value is

slightly di�erent from the previously reported value of

85 mV [5]. This relatively constant value of 2/B ÿ wmin

yields the linear dependence between the Vmin and VT [5],

which are the corresponding gate±source voltages for

wmin and 2/B, respectively. Since a single and accurate

value of subthreshold swing is required for most circuit

modeling, we propose to use an inverse average of St to

get such value:

IDS � I0 exp
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ÿ
Z VT
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1
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where I0 is the drain current at threshold voltage. Using

the same device parameters, we have Stave �1.087Stmin,

similar to Ref. [5], which is 1.1Stmin.

To take the channel implantation into consideration

[9,11], we assume that the channel doping is a uniform

step pro®le with depth Xj with doping concentration NI.

We have

d2w
dx2
� ÿ q

eSi
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�
;
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where u(x) is the unit step function. The total charge can

be obtained by integration with respect to potential:
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where w is the new channel depth and wii, the potential

contributed by implantation pro®le. Note that the last

two terms in the square root is obtained from the de-

pletion region approximation. The subthreshold swing

can be solved, using Eq. (11) and VGS � VFB � wS � QC=
Cox:

The St for the implanted channel is plotted in Fig. 4. The

Vmin increases with the implantation dose, since the

threshold voltage increases with the implantation dose.

Given the same implantation dose (XjNI), the minimum

value of the subthreshold swing (Stmin) is lower in the

shallow implant (Xj � 10ÿ6 cm, NI � 4� 1017 cmÿ3 in

Fig. 4) as compared to deep implant (Xj � 4� 10ÿ6 cm,

NI � 1017 cmÿ3 in Fig. 4).

To apply this analytical model in the submicron

devices, we can follow BSIMS3v3 [12] to add an extra

term �2 exp�ÿDVT1L/lt)� exp�ÿDVT1L/2lt�� �Cdsc�
CdscdVds � CdscbVbseff�=Cox to take the drain induced

Fig. 2. Comparison of subthreshold swing extracted from

TsividisÕ model, BrewsÕ model, our model and the two-dimen-

sional simulation results: T � 300 K, tox � 8:5 nm, and Nsub �
3� 1017 cmÿ3.
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barrier lowering (DIBL) e�ect into account as long as

the punch-through does not occur [13]. This term only

slightly increases the subthreshold swing since the oxide

capacitance is large for deep submicron devices. Another

term Cit=Cox can also be added to include the interface

charge e�ect in the Si/SiO2 interface.

4. Conclusion

The small di�erence between surface band bending at

drain and source derives the exponential VGS depen-

dence of the subthreshold current and an analytical so-

lution for subthreshold swing can be obtained. This

analytical model predicts the subthreshold behaviors,

similar to previously reported numerical and experi-

mental results.
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Fig. 3. The di�erence between the 2UB and surface potential,

where subthreshold swing is minimum.

Fig. 4. The e�ects of channel implant under di�erent implant

conditions.
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